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Chapter 1452
Fu Zhengxiong looked at Arron in a panic: “This…your brother, his
number doesn’t exist anymore, what’s the situation, Arron, you…hurry
up and find a way to find it.” Your brother?”
Arron: “…”
All along, he had any good feelings towards his father.
It was the father who killed the mother for life.
It was his father who separated him from his mother and his biological
brother.
The father deprived his mother of all his love, but he never gave the
mother true love. What the father gave to the mother was all deceit.
So he hates his father.
But at this moment, seeing this old man who is over seventy years old
in such a panic, this is the first time Arron has seen his father like this.
Fu Zhengxiong is getting old.
It is no longer the time to take the Fu Group to go to Jiaxing Island and
bloodbath Jiaxing Island.
That was all forty years ago.
Now Fu Zhengxiong, because he couldn’t get through with a phone
call, he was extremely worried about a son he had just recognized.
Is it getting old?
Seeing his helpless and flustered look, Arron was suddenly sad.

He suddenly took a step forward, raised his arm and patted the
shoulder of the person who was afraid of the elderly, and said angrily:
“You are so confused! You don’t want to think about it. He made a
divergence from the Northwest to go abroad. The journey alone would
take two or three days. Once you leave the country, his signal will no
longer work. You are a domestic mobile phone number, and of course
the signal does not exist!”
Fu Zhengxiong nodded immediately: “Oh oh oh, right?”
“Otherwise, do you think?” Arron ranted again.
Fu Zhengxiong breathed a sigh of relief, then raised his head and
looked at Arron with joy: “Qin’er, I…I have two sons?”
“Yes!” Arron said.
“I… actually have two sons?”
“You said, when will Yang’er get married and have children like you?”
Arron: “…”
“You urge Suzi, so that she is pregnant with a child, I… can give you a
hug.”
“You brought Suzi back. It’s been more than a year. It’s almost a year
and a half. Why is she…everything in her stomach? You…you should
go to the hospital for a check. Ah, don’t you have time to go to the
hospital to line up for an expert number?”
“You don’t have time. I have time. I will queue up your expert account
early in the morning, and call you after the photo is taken… You can’t
just check Suzi’s body, you have to be bad, you have been a lot of
bullets in those years… …”
Suzi + Arron: “……”
A seventy-year-old man, who just changed his style of painting?
“Dad!” Suzi blushed terribly.

“Um… Dad stopped talking, Dad was talking too much.” Fu
Zhengxiong immediately slapped himself in the mouth.
After the fight, he laughed again, the kind of self-talking laugh: “Hey
hey, I didn’t expect that, my Fu Zhengxiong is getting old and old, and
I actually have two sons. My youngest son can still get married and
have children, I From now on, it will still be full of children and
grandchildren.”
Suzi and Arron: “…”
Suddenly discovered that the old man is getting old after all.
He has no wits anymore, and his only idea now is that the whole
house is full of children and grandchildren.
Fu Zhengxiong really thought this way, but Qin Wenyu, who was
watching all this outside, was not necessarily anymore.
Everything the old man has now has nothing to do with her Qin
Wenyu.
Nothing!
All her sons are dead!
She has nothing!
Do these only two sons have anything to do with her Qin Wenyu?
No!
“Godmother, I will be your daughter from now on.” Elma comforted
Qin Wenyu appropriately.
The reason she came back with Qin Wenyu was to stand in line.

Chapter 1453
Elma has seen it very clearly. Now that she and the second uncle of
the Jun family, and Qin Wenyu, and the old man of the Shu family can
do something together, she may be able to do something, maybe with
the support of these people, she still has it. May be married to Kraig.

In this life, Elma wants to marry Kraig!
In order to marry Kraig, she must stand in line and join forces with Qin
Wenyu and Jun’s second uncle to get rid of everything she wants to
get rid of, and she will naturally marry Kraig.
Thinking of this, Elma coaxed Qin Wenyu into her room.
This evening, the three of Arron’s family had a meal here in the old
house of the Fu family before returning. The anger seemed to ease off
a lot at the dinner table.
Mainly the changes of Fu Zhengxiong.
He is much gentler and kinder
Qin Wenyu became more and more gloomy.
However, she did not write on her face either.
So this meal looks more harmonious in the old house than ever
before.
After the meal, the family of three went home happily.
On the way, Suzi also sighed with Arron: “Actually, there is nothing
wrong with Pan Haoyang going abroad. Your dad is willing to pay this
money, and it can be regarded as a compensation to Pan Haoyang.
When he is willing to return to China, we plan to plan for him. Just
don’t treat him badly.”
“If he doesn’t want to return to China for the rest of his life, wouldn’t it
be better?”
“I think you two brothers, if you are not together, on the contrary, you
can be more at peace with each other.”
Suzi was actually right.
She has her ideas because Pan Haoyang likes her.
In that case, it is better not to return to China for the rest of your life.

In this way, each other can be at peace.
Arron didn’t say anything, he just raised his arm to put his wife in his
arms.
He knew that his wife was right.
Sometimes it’s not a good thing to be together with brothers, after all,
it’s not the love of growing up together.
On the contrary, perhaps this arrangement is the best.
The days just pass by day by day.
Two weeks passed quickly.
On weekends again, the three of Suzi’s family went to his mother
Alyce to spend the weekend. Before they reached the door of the
house, Suzi saw the figure of Old Man Shu.
The old man stood far away outside Alyce’s yard.
When he saw Suzi and Arron coming, the old man turned and walked
away tremblingly.
Suzi entered the door and asked his mother: “Mom, that old man… is
outside the door?”
Alyce sighed: “Eh…in the past two weeks, he has been here once or
twice. Each time, he stood far away and looked at me.”
“Mom, are you okay?” Suzi asked.
Alyce smiled reluctantly: “What can I do?”
Suzi said: “If you can’t speak, I will chase him away.”
Alyce shook his head: “Forget it, he is so old, why bother? As long as
he doesn’t come in, I will just treat him as if he doesn’t exist.”
Suzi nodded: “Good too.”
However, Alyce can ignore Elder Shu, but Elder Shu did not retreat.

Not only does he often stand not far from Alyce’s small courtyard, he
stops for a day, and he also goes with Alyce’s dance troupe.
Often, many people can see an old man sitting in a wheelchair outside
the elderly group.
From time to time, he cheered on Alyce: “Alyce, you dance very well. I
applaud you!”
Over time, many people have known that this old man sitting in a
wheelchair, who is a very old man, is the father of this middle-aged
and elderly dancer.
Many people kick the old man and fight the injustice.
How could Alyce be so cruel, even his old father doesn’t even ask or
admit it?
“Alyce, you can’t do this! You don’t want you in the old ensemble like
this!” This morning, the leading aunt scolded Alyce angrily.

